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[image: Camping Experience: Corbett Tiger Safari   Camp Advait  Escape | Unwind | Discover  For business inquiries, long workations and corporate bookings, write to us at campadvait@gmail.com; Contact no: +91-9458318196; +91-9411136351  About:  Camp Advait is a jungle campsite nestled in a Guava orchard with a perennial river and two mountain dogs. We offer a home ground for nature enthusiasts to sight a plethora of Himalayan birds and a gateway for relaxation. The chirping sound gets transfused with the flow of river water along which the campsite is situated. Experience with us the thrill of riverside camping, slowness of the Himalayas but, also, a glimpse of wildlife.  We offer curated trips to the north gate of Corbett Tiger Reserve. Accompanied by professionals engaged in the field, experience Jungle Safari like never before. Explore the forest trails as we take you through the scenic villages of Garhwal and Kumaon Himalayas. Sleep on a hilltop, wake up to a Himalayan sunrise and taste the local flavors coming straight from the community’s kitchen!  How to reach: We are located approximately 230 km away from New Delhi and are one of the closest river campsites in Uttarakhand Himalaya. Situated on the Kothdwar – Pauri highway, take a left after reaching Duggada following Kothdwar- Kandhakhal Road. Nearest railhead to our place is Kothdwar (20 km away) and is well connected to the national capital. Moreover, for those coming by flight, nearest airport is in Dehradun which is around 120 km. You can reach our campsite by following National Highway 72 as well.  Google map location:  https://g.co/kgs/GtJzPU  For more updates, follow us on:  Facebook: campadvait Instagram: camp_advait]
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[image: Camping experience: Baking in the woods   Book now for unique Himalayan camping experiences with Camp Advait: i) Work from Nature | Workations  ii) Sleep Under the Sky iii) Corbett Safari iv) Pitch Your own Tent  v) Village walks vi) Weekend Getaway vii) Bird Watching   ......................................................................................................................................  Situated amid a Guava orchard, Camp Advait is surrounded by hills and a perennial river. Fill your office space with sounds of nature, fresh air and outdoor activities along with high-speed internet connectivity!   Book long-stay workations for single/ group bookings.   Camp Advait Escape | Unwind | Discover  For business inquiries, long workations and corporate bookings, write to us at campadvait@gmail.com; Contact no: +91-9458318196; +91-9411136351  About:  Camp Advait is a jungle campsite nestled in a Guava orchard with a perennial river and two mountain dogs. We offer a home ground for nature enthusiasts to sight a plethora of Himalayan birds and a gateway for relaxation. The chirping sound gets transfused with the flow of river water along which the campsite is situated. Experience with us the thrill of riverside camping, slowness of the Himalayas but, also, a glimpse of wildlife.  We offer curated trips to the north gate of Corbett Tiger Reserve. Accompanied by professionals engaged in the field, experience Jungle Safari like never before. Explore the forest trails as we take you through the scenic villages of Garhwal and Kumaon Himalayas. Sleep on a hilltop, wake up to a Himalayan sunrise and taste the local flavors coming straight from the community’s kitchen!  How to reach: We are located approximately 230 km away from New Delhi and are one of the closest river campsites in Uttarakhand Himalaya. Situated on the Kothdwar – Pauri highway, take a left after reaching Duggada following Kothdwar- Kandhakhal Road. Nearest railhead to our place is Kothdwar (20 km away) and is well connected to the national capital. Moreover, for those coming by flight, nearest airport is in Dehradun which is around 120 km. You can reach our campsite by following National Highway 72 as well.  Google map location:  https://g.co/kgs/GtJzPU    For more updates, follow us on:  Facebook: campadvait Instagram: camp_advait]
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